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Indoor Electric Smoker

Smoke meats, fish, seafood, vegetables, eggs, cheese and more

right on your kitchen counter!
Plus, it doubles as a slow cooker.

Infuse foods with authentic
smokehouse flavor using your
favorite smoker wood chips.
Digital touchpad lets you select cold smoke, hot smoke, or a
combination of both, as well as modes for slow cooking and
keep warm.
• Charring cup with cover holds wood chips.
• Special tempered glass cover with seal-tight gasket to
minimize odor.
• Three-tiered rack with handles for extra capacity. Rack
handles fold down for compact storage.
• Digital display timer counts down the remaining
smoking/cooking time.
• Alarm signals when cooking time is up and smoker/
slow cooker automatically switches to keep warm.
• Nonstick pot is dishwasher safe.
• Black stainless steel exterior.

Indoor Electric Smoker and slow cooker
120 volts AC, 500 watts
Stock No. 06013

u

Fish and seafood

Poultry, meats, and vegetables

Cheese, pizza, eggs and more

Get authentic smokehouse
flavor indoors!
u
Nonstick pot
enables the smoker to
double as a slow cooker.
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Cook and go!
u Rugged, wide-profile “cooler-style” slow cooker
Slow cook foods and take them on the road with confidence in the Nomad ® traveling
slow cooker. Swing-up handle and locking lid make carrying easy and provide spillproof transportation. Nomad ® slow cookers feature cool-touch housing and a hinged,
removable cover with see-through window.
• Ideal for buffet-style foods at home or away—pulled pork, chicken wings, sloppy
joes, hot beef and more. Make soups, stews, casseroles, chicken, and roasts.
• Detachable utensil holder with silicone cord secures a utensil* during transport and
doubles as a spoon rest when serving.
• Slow-cook settings for high, low, and keep warm.

Locking lid
seals tight for
spill-proof
transportation!

• Removable nonstick cooking pot is fully immersible for easy cleaning.
• Built-in cord storage.

Built-in

Dry Erase Board
with pen

6-quart Nomad ® Traveling Slow Cooker
120 volts AC
Stock No. 06011

*spoon not included

8-quart Nomad ® Traveling Slow Cooker
120 volts AC
Stock No. 06012
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u The unbelievable Pizzazz® t

Pizzazz® Plus rotating pizza oven features an open-oven
design that bakes fresh or frozen pizza with regular or
rising crust to perfection! It also prepares frozen
convenience foods—chicken wings and nuggets,
jalapeño poppers, fish fillets and more. Top and bottom
heating elements are controlled separately.
• Rotating tray continually turns to assure even baking.
• Select top, bottom, or both heating elements for
perfect results.
• Timer signals the end of cooking time; automatically
turns off heating elements.

Bake your favorite 7- to 12-inch frozen pizza with this
contemporary stainless steel pizza oven. Individually
controlled top and bottom heating elements bake
regular or rising crust pizza.

• Nonstick pan is removable for easy
cleanup and compact storage.
Pizzazz ® Plus rotating pizza oven
120 volts AC, 1235 watts
Stock No. 03430

• Signal light remains on while oven is heating.
• Timer alerts user and turns off heating elements at end
of baking time.
• Baking rack removes completely for easy cleaning, and
the hinged crumb tray flips open to remove crumbs.
• Cool-touch baking rack handle folds in for storage.
Stainless Steel Pizza Oven
120 volts AC, 1300 watts
Stock No. 03436

Now available with a
digital touch screen and
presets for fries, meat,
and chicken.

u

03421

Fry with little
or no oil

AirDaddy® air fryer with large removable 4.2-quart
basket air fries, roasts, grills, and bakes too. Makes fresh
or frozen foods—french fries, snacks and appetizers,
meats, poultry, seafood, and vegetables. Convection
cooking system circulates hot air for foods that are
crispy outside and tender inside.

03422

Digital AirDaddy® 4.2-quart
electric air fryer
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 03422

• Makes french fries with up to 75% less fat.
• Menu guide shows cooking times and temperatures
for popular foods.
• Adjustable thermostat with 60-minute timer signals
when time is up. Automatic shut-off.
• Cool-touch exterior.
• Pan and basket are fully immersible for cleaning.
• Built-in cord wrap for easy storage.

AirDaddy® 4.2-quart
electric air fryer
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 03421
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Draw, flip, peel, and share

Tag us on Instagram or Facebook using #PanGoghArt.

The PanGogh® pancake art griddle includes a
two-sided nonstick template and four batter bottles to
help you create colorful pancake art. Simply fill in a
template with colored pancake batter or design your
own creations. Griddle features a canvas-colored
nonstick surface and cool-touch surround that doubles
as a frame for your pancake art!

• Includes cool-touch griddle, two fine-tipped and two
standard-tipped batter bottles, and a two-sided
nonstick template (lion and ice cream cone).
• Griddle and batter bottles are fully immersible and
dishwasher safe for easy cleaning.
• Griddle is great for fried eggs, french toast, cottage
fries, and grilled cheese sandwiches.

A delightfully different kind

of waffle bowl—thick, fluffy, and
tender because it’s a real waffle.
The Belgian waffle bowl maker
bakes a perfect 4-inch waffle bowl.
Add butter and syrup, or make
elaborate breakfasts by filling with eggs, sausage, and
hash browns. Great with fresh fruit, yogurt, and ice
cream. For something different, fill with fried chicken for
a delicious hand-held waffle taco.
• Nonstick grids assure easy removal and quick cleanup.
• Pour in batter, close cover, and bake.
• No special batter needed. Use
store-bought waffle mixes or make
your own; recipes included.
Belgian Waffle Bowl Maker
120 volts AC, 750 watts
Stock No. 03500

PanGogh ® pancake art griddle
120 volts AC, 1000 watts
Stock No. 07080

Additional templates at:

www.PrestoPanGogh.com

This FlipSide® Belgian Waffle Maker features a
professional-style rotating design that flips 180° to
evenly spread batter for extra-thick waffles that are
crispy outside and tender inside.
• Makes a 7-inch diameter Belgian waffle
with four easy-to-cut sections.
• Dual-function base provides convenient
rotation and locks in a vertical position
for compact storage.
• Ceramic nonstick grid easily wipes clean.
• Brushed stainless steel exterior.
FlipSide® Belgian Waffle Maker
120 volts AC, 1100 watts
Stock No. 03510
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01264

Stove-top Pressure Cookers

High-speed pressure cooking saves time, energy and

4-quart Aluminum Pressure Cooker
Liquid Capacity: 4 quarts (3.8 liters)
Stock No. 01241

money! Cook healthy, flavorful meals 3 to 10 times faster than
ordinary cooking methods. Pressure cooking preserves colors,
flavors, and nutrients. Chicken, fish, vegetables, even desserts
cook to perfection fast. Quickly tenderizes leaner cuts of meat.
Fully immersible and dishwasher safe. Available in aluminum
and stainless steel models. Extended 12-year warranty.
• Pressure regulator automatically maintains the proper
cooking pressure.

6-quart Aluminum Pressure Cooker
Liquid Capacity: 6 quarts (5.7 liters)
Stock No. 01264 (shown)

• Cover lock indicator shows at a glance if there is pressure
inside the cooker and prevents cover from opening until
pressure is safely reduced.

8-quart Aluminum Pressure Cooker
Liquid Capacity: 8 quarts (7.6 liters)
Stock No. 01282

• Cooking rack allows several foods to cook at once.
• Helper handle (not available on 01241).
• Easy-to-follow instruction and recipe book.

Presto® Aluminum Pressure Cookers
Strong, heavy-gauge aluminum provides quick, even heating.
Works on gas, electric, and smooth-top ranges. Available in
4-, 6-, and 8-quart sizes.

Presto® Stainless Steel Pressure Cookers
01362
4-quart Stainless Steel Pressure Cooker
Liquid Capacity: 4 quarts (3.8 liters)
Stock No. 01341

Stainless steel pressure cookers feature a special tri-clad base
consisting of a layer of aluminum between two layers of stainless
steel that ensures fast, even heat distribution. These stainless
models work on electric, smooth-top, gas, and induction ranges.

6-quart Stainless Pressure Cooker
Liquid Capacity: 6 quarts (5.7 liters)
Stock No. 01362 (shown)

This distinctively designed 6-quart pressure cooker is made of
luxurious stainless steel with a tri-clad base for quick, even heating. The
tri-clad base features a layer of aluminum between two layers of stainless
steel. Independent pressure release devices prevent excess buildup in the
cooker and a cover lock keeps the cooker from being opened until
pressure is safely reduced. Extended 12-year warranty.
• The proper cooking pressure is maintained with an
easy-to-use pressure regulator.
• Stainless steel rack allows several foods to cook at once.
• Menu guide on cover handle.
• Ergonomic handles; helper handle.
• Works on electric, smooth-top, gas, and induction ranges.
• Easy-to-follow instruction and recipe book.

6-quart Stainless Steel Pressure Cooker
Liquid Capacity: 6 quarts (5.7 liters)
Stock No. 01365
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Programmable Electric Pressure Cookers
PRESSURE COOKER AND SLOW COOKER IN ONE!

Both models feature 19 programmed settings including 12 pressure
cooking presets. Cook meat, fish, chicken, vegetables, beans, rice, grains,
even desserts. Use function settings for high pressure, low pressure, slow
cook, brown, sauté, and keep warm. Just set and the rest is automatic!
Includes cooking rack and instruction/recipe book.
Removable nonstick pot is dishwasher safe.

u Presto Precise™ multi-function Pressure Cooker Plus

Temperature Sensor

offers innovative technology that senses the actual
temperature inside the pot for precise cooking. No altitude
adjustments are needed. Maintains the proper temperature
then reduces the pressure and switches to keep warm when
cooking time is complete. Black stainless steel exterior.
• Large digital display and control knob. Simply scroll
through the options as displayed on the LED screen.
• Quick pressure release valve.
• Nine built-in safety features including a cover lock system.

Presto Precise™ 6-quart Multi-use
Programmable Pressure Cooker Plus
Liquid Capacity: 6 quarts (5.7 liters)
120 volts AC, 1005 watts
Stock No. 02142

u Presto® Electric Pressure Cooker Plus maintains the

proper pressure automatically then switches to keep warm
at end of cooking time. Brushed stainless steel exterior.
• Digital controls with an LED
display count down the remaining
cooking time.
• Quick pressure release valve.
• Eight built-in safety features
including a cover lock system.
6-quart Programmable
Electric Pressure Cooker Plus
Liquid Capacity: 6 quarts (5.7 liters)
120 volts AC, 1005 watts
Stock No. 02141

Cook healthy, flavorful meals 3 to 10 times faster than ordinary
cooking methods in this deluxe 8-quart pressure cooker!
Luxurious stainless steel construction with a tri-clad base provide
quick, even heating. Cook chicken, fish, vegetables, even desserts to
perfection fast. Quickly tenderizes leaner cuts of meat. Cover lock
indicator shows at a glance if there is pressure inside the cooker and
prevents the cover from being opened until pressure is safely
reduced. Extended 12-year warranty.
• Tri-clad base features a layer of aluminum between two layers of
stainless steel.
• Works on electric, smooth-top, gas, and induction ranges.
• Pressure regulator/quick steam release lever.
8-quart Stainless Steel
Pressure Cooker
Liquid Capacity: 8 quarts (7.6 liters)
Stock No. 01370

• Stainless steel steamer basket.
• Easy-to-follow instruction and recipe book.

microwave products
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This versatile microwave multi-cooker is
designed to cook a block of ramen
noodles—then the bowl can be collapsed
for easy serving. It also cooks up to 10
strips of crisp, delicious bacon on an
easy-to-load removable rack. Plus, it pops
up to 3 quarts of popcorn, with or without
oil, and serves in the same bowl.
• Silicone bowl collapses for convenient
serving and storage.

Great for ramen noodles,
mac and cheese, soup,
bacon, and popcorn!

• Bacon rack and chopsticks store neatly
inside bowl.
• Works in microwave ovens with cavity
sizes over 7¼“ H x 12” W.

Collapsible Silicone
Microwave Multi-cooker
Stock No. 04835

• Lid prevents spatters in microwave and
doubles as a handy strainer.
• Bowl and cover are dishwasher safe.

u Make crisp, delicious bacon in your microwave t
Cooks leaner and healthier than pan-fried because fat drips away from
bacon and into the tray. Makes up to 12 strips of bacon, crisp or tender,
with no messy spatters on counter or stovetop.
• Bacon cooker is fully immersible and dishwasher safe.
• Removable cooking racks stack in tray for compact storage.
PowerCrisp™ microwave bacon cooker
Stock No. 05101

This microwave popper uses a PowerCup ®
concentrator to focus microwave energy so
virtually every kernel pops. Pop with or without
oil for popcorn the way you like it. It pops fast
too—up to 3 quarts in as little as 2 ½ minutes.
• Concentrator can be used for multiple batches;
one is included.
• Works in microwave ovens with cavity sizes as
small as 6 ½“ H x 10” W.
• Popping bowl and lid are dishwasher safe.
PowerPop ® microwave popper
Stock No. 04834

Orville Redenbacher’s* PowerPop ® microwave multi-popper by
Presto features special PowerBase™ and PowerCup ® concentrators
that combine to focus microwave energy so effectively that
virtually every kernel pops. Pop with or without oil for popcorn the
way you like it! It pops up to 3 quarts of delicious popcorn in as
little as 2½ minutes.
• PowerCup ® concentrator can be used for
multiple batches; a supply is included.
• Works in microwave ovens with cavity
sizes over 6½“ H x 10“ W.
• Bowl and lid are fully immersible and
dishwasher safe. Base wipes clean.
Orville Redenbacher’s* PowerPop ®
microwave multi-popper by Presto
Stock No. 04830
Genuine PowerCup ®
microwave concentrators
8-pack
Stock No. 09964
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This 6-quart capacity popper makes enough popcorn for the
entire family. The motorized, scalloped stirring arm
distributes kernels evenly resulting in virtually no unpopped
kernels. Built-in melter distributes butter over corn as it pops.
• Multi-point cover venting assures crispy popcorn.
• Butter melter lid snaps over vents allowing cover to double
as a handy serving bowl.
• Nonstick popping surface cleans easily.
• Base nests inside cover for compact storage.
Orville Redenbacher’s* Stirring Popper by Presto
120 volts AC, 900 watts
Stock No. 05204

This special popper pops like a fountain, flowing
popcorn into the cover as it pops. It uses hot air, not
oil, for popping a delicious low-fat treat. Makes up to
20 cups in about 3½ minutes with virtually no
unpopped kernels. Uses regular popcorn for a savings
of up to 70% over microwave bags.
• Stainless steel restrictors help to optimize popping performance.
• Vented cover assures crispy popcorn.
• Lid snaps over vents allowing cover to double as a serving bowl.
• Base and cover simply wipe clean.
• Base nests inside cover for compact storage.
Orville Redenbacher’s* Fountain ® Hot Air Popper by Presto
120 volts AC, 1275 watts
Stock No. 04868

u

Health-mindful choice t

Orville Redenbacher’s*
Hot Air Popper by Presto
120 volts AC, 1475 watts
Stock No. 04821

Presto® hot air poppers offer superb popping
performance with virtually no unpopped
kernels. They pop with hot air, not oil, for a
delicious, low-fat treat using regular or
gourmet popcorn. Pop up to 18 cups in less
than 2½ minutes. That’s faster, healthier,
and more economical than most microwave
bag popcorn.
• Chute directs popcorn into your bowl.
• Measuring scoop doubles as a handy
butter melter.
• Hot air popped popcorn is all natural with
no artificial flavors or added salt and zero
grams of saturated fat per serving.
• Base and cover simply wipe clean.
• Built-in cord wrap for convenient storage.

* Orville Redenbacher’s ® is a registered trademark of
ConAgra Foods RDM, Inc., used under license.

PopLite ® hot air popper
120 volts AC, 1475 watts
Stock No. 04863

PopLite ® hot air popper
120 volts AC, 1475 watts
Stock No. 04820
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From our collection of Presto® home preservation products

u

Quality canners you can trust t

16-quart Pressure Canner
* Pints and half-pints only for boiling
water method.
Liquid capacity: 16 quarts (15.1 liters)
Stock No. 01755

01755

Doubles as a
boiling water
canner too!

Stock your pantry with home-canned

vegetables, fruits, meat, and seafood harvested at the
peak of the season!
Pressure canning is the only safe method recommended by the
USDA for canning low-acid foods such as vegetables, meats,
poultry, and fish. Presto ® Pressure Canners double as boiling water
canners* for preserving fruits, jams, jellies, pickles, and salsa. The
air vent/cover lock allows pressure to build only when the cover is
closed properly and prevents the cover from opening until
pressure is safely reduced.

Presto® Canners

come with a
12-Year Warranty,
readily available
Replacement Parts,
and a
knowledgeable
Customer Service
Department!

• Pressure dial gauge registers a complete range of processing
pressures, which is especially important in high altitude areas.
• Durable heavy-gauge aluminum for long life and fast, even
heating. Can be used on electric, smooth-top, and gas ranges.
• Cooking/canning rack.
• Complete 80-page instruction/recipe book for canning and large
capacity pressure cooking.
• Extended 12-year limited warranty.

Regular Mason Jar
Capacity
Stock
No.

HalfPints

Pints

Quarts

01781

24

20

7

01755

12

10

7*

Presto ® Pressure Canners and Pressure Cookers are designed
to last for many years of use. Genuine Presto® replacement
parts are in continuous demand because they assure exact fit
and long-lasting quality. Most popular parts are available in
attractive cartons, perfect for shelf or pegboard display.
Presto® Pressure Canner and Cooker Replacement Parts

01781
23-quart Pressure Canner
Liquid capacity: 23 quarts (21.8 liters)
Stock No. 01781

This four-function clock/timer features a clock, 3 timers in 1,
and a built-in dry erase board with marker for writing
messages and reminders. Digital display shows hours and
minutes or minutes and seconds with easy-to-read numbers.
Timer function counts down for timing and counts up for use
as a stopwatch.

Clock/Timer and Whiteboard

with marker

• Times 3 activities at once for up to 24 hours each.
• Choose the audible alarm, flashing lights, or both to signal
when time is up.
• Clock features 12- and 24-hour modes.
• Includes fold-down easel stand and
magnets on back for standing on a
counter or placing on a metal surface.
• Operates on two AAA batteries.
Batteries included.
Electronic Digital Clock/Timer with whiteboard
Stock No. 04215

u

a time for everything

Counts down from any time up to 99
minutes and 59 seconds with an alarm
that signals when time is up. Timer shows
minutes and seconds with an easy-toread digital display.

This extra-large electronic timer is
great for kitchen and recreational use.
It is simple to use with large buttons
and an easy-to-read digital display.
Timer counts down from any time up
to 99 minutes and 59 seconds with an
alarm that signals when time is up.

• Timer also counts up for use as a handy
stopwatch.

• Timer also counts up for use as a
convenient stopwatch.

• Memory feature stores the last time
setting for quick repeat use.

• Memory function automatically
displays the previous preset time.

• Clip, easel stand, and magnet on back.

• Easel stand, magnet, or lanyard
opening on back.

• AAA battery included.
Electronic Digital Timer
Stock No. 04213

Electronic Big Digital Timer
Stock No. 04214

• AAA battery included.

Get the right tools for the job!
Be ready for the canning season with this handy 6-piece canning
kit. The easy-to-use timer will count down processing times from
any setting up to 99 minutes and 59 seconds.
• Included in the kit are a canning funnel, jar lifter, combination
bubble remover/magnetic lid lifter, jar wrench, kitchen tongs,
and digital timer.
• Timer also counts up for use as a stopwatch. Clip, easel stand,
and magnet on back for versatile use. Heavy-duty battery
included.
7-Function Canning Kit
Stock No. 09995
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From our collection of Presto® home preservation products

u

Easy-to-store Food Dehydrators t

Big capacity, compact storage!
Stock No. 06301
(standard 6 trays shown)

Dehydro™ Food Dehydrators
offer expandable drying
capacities up to 12 trays.* The
drying trays nest inside one
another for up to a 52%
reduction in storage space
when all 12 trays are used.

Dehydrate in-season foods at the peak of freshness to stock your pantry with

delicious dried fruits, homemade jerky, and fruit rolls.* Dry abundant vegetables, fruits, herbs, and spices
to speed up meal planning all year. Dehydration maintains natural vitamins and minerals with no
additives or preservatives. Make jerky using your choice of meat, poultry, and seafood. Puréed fresh,
frozen, or canned fruit makes delicious, nutritious fruit rolls.*
The bottom-mounted fan and heating element provide consistent air flow for optimum drying with no
tray rotation necessary. Monitor the drying progress on the top tray with the see-through cover. Drying
trays and cover are fully immersible and dishwasher safe.

*Accessories sold separately.

Digital Thermostat

Preset Thermostat

• Includes 6 trays, expandable to 12 trays for added
drying capacity. Add-on trays sold separately.
• Includes 4 trays, expandable to 8 trays
for added drying capacity. Add-on trays
sold separately.
• Drying trays nest when not in use for
over a 35% reduction in storage space.

• Drying trays nest when not in use for over a 40%
reduction in storage space.
• Digital timer and thermostat provide precise drying
times and temperatures that range from 90° to 165°F.
• Includes starter packs of jerky spice and cure.

• Ideal for making jerky from meat,
poultry, or seafood.

• Includes two Fruit Roll Sheets for making fruit rolls and
strips from puréed fresh, frozen, or canned fruit.

• Preset thermostat provides a 160°F
drying temperature.

• Includes two Nonstick Mesh Screens for drying small
and sticky foods.

Dehydro™ Electric Food Dehydrator
120 volts AC, 600 watts
Stock No. 06300

Dehydro™ Digital Electric Food Dehydrator
120 volts AC, 750 watts
Stock No. 06301
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Make your own delicious fruit snacks with no additives or preservatives.
These special fruit roll sheets use puréed fresh, frozen, or
canned fruit to make healthy fruit rolls and strips.
Designed to fit perfectly in the dehydrator
trays of all Presto® Dehydro™ Electric
Food Dehydrators.
Fruit Roll Sheets
Sold in sets of two
Stock No. 06308

Nonstick Mesh Screens keep foods that get very small when dried,
such as herbs, berries, and carrots, from falling through the
grates. These flexible mesh screens also provide easy
removal of foods that stick to the grates when
drying, like tomatoes and bananas. Designed to
fit perfectly in the dehydrator trays of all Presto®
Dehydro™ Electric Food Dehydrators.
Nonstick Mesh Screens
Sold in sets of two
Stock No. 06307

Presto® Dehydrator Tray Capacities:
Dehydrator
Stock No.

Included with
Dehydrator

Expandable
to Maximum

06300

4 trays

8 trays

06301

6 trays

12 trays

Increase the capacity of your

Presto ® dehydrator with Add-on
Nesting Dehydrator Trays. Trays nest
for compact storage with a potential
space savings of over 50% when all
12 trays are used.

Add-on Nesting Trays
Sold in sets of two
Stock No. 06306

• Number of trays varies by
dehydrator model.
• Designed for use with all
Presto ® Dehydro™ Electric
Food Dehydrators.

u
Make delicious jerky sticks and strips from ground
beef, venison, and other meats with this Jerky Gun
and Seasoning. Dishwasher safe.
• Three interchangeable nozzles included: wide
strips, dual strips, and round sticks.
• Wide, easy-to-load chamber with stainless steel
rod holds one pound of ground meat.
• Includes five packets of Classic seasoning (spice
and cure)—enough for five pounds of meat.
Jerky Gun and Seasoning
Stock No. 08632

Step up your game

Take your homemade jerky to a new level
with this Classic flavor jerky seasoning—
perfect for meat, poultry, and seafood.
Seasoning is gluten-free and contains no
MSG. Use one packet each of jerky spice
and cure for one pound of meat. Dry using
the Presto® Food Dehydrator or a
conventional oven.
Classic Jerky Seasoning
spice and cure
Includes six packets each of
Classic spice and cure.
Stock No. 08635
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The original SaladShooter® electric
slicer/shredder offers the easy way to
slice and shred vegetables, fruits,
cheese, nuts and more. Just point and
shoot to make delicious salads, soups,
pizzas, tacos, and desserts. It even
chops nuts, grates chocolate, and makes
bread, cookie, and cracker crumbs.

Take the work
and mess out
of slicing and
shredding

• Interchangeable slicing and shredding
cones slip right in.
• Motor base wipes clean, all other
parts are dishwasher safe.
• Compact for easy storage.
SaladShooter® electric slicer/shredder

120 volts AC

This kitchen essential will slice and shred a wide array of

vegetables, fruits, and cheese. Just point and shoot for delicious
salads, soups, desserts and more. Shred potatoes for hash browns,
cheese for pizzas and tacos. The Professional SaladShooter® makes
super shreds for stir-fry and coleslaw and ripple cuts for beautiful
vegetable trays. It even chops nuts, grates chocolate, and makes
bread, cookie, and cracker crumbs.

Stock No. 02910

02910 Model
includes
two cones

• Interchangeable cones for thick slices, ripple slices, medium shreds,
and super shreds. Funnel guide for directing ingredients.
• Large food chamber holds whole potatoes.
• Adjustable food guide adapts to large or small loads.
• Motorized base wipes clean, everything else is dishwasher safe.
Professional SaladShooter ® electric slicer/shredder
120 volts AC
Stock No. 02970

EverSharp ® electric
knife sharpener
sharpens most
non-serrated kitchen
and sport knives with
an easy two-stage
system. It precision
grinds a perfect
sharpening angle,
then fine hones and
polishes the edge for
professional results at
home, anytime.

• Two-stage sharpening system.
• Sapphirite™ sharpening wheels.
EverSharp
electric knife sharpener
120 volts AC
Stock No. 08800
®

Professional EverSharp ® electric knife sharpener features a
three-stage system with blade selector to precisely sharpen
kitchen and sport knives. Adjust the blade guides to the
optimum sharpening angle for the knife being sharpened.
Select thick for hunting knives, medium for standard kitchen
and chef’s knives, and thin for light blades like fillet and
paring knives. It even sharpens santoku knives.
• Three-stage sharpening system with blade selector.
• Two Sapphirite™ grinding wheels create a precision angle.
• Extra-fine-grit ceramic wheel polishes the blade.
Professional EverSharp ® three-stage electric knife sharpener
120 volts AC
Stock No. 08810

Make 4 to 16 cups of white or brown rice in this easy-to-use rice
and then it automatically switches to keep-warm mode. Digital
push buttons provide cook and keep-warm functions, as well as
a special setting for preparing brown rice.

cooker,
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• Special steaming basket steams vegetables and cooks rice
at the same time.
• Nonstick pot lifts out for easy serving and cleaning.
• Hinged cover features a carrying handle.
• Includes measuring scoop and rice paddle.
16-cup Digital Stainless Steel Rice Cooker/Steamer
120 volts AC, 650 watts
Stock No. 05813

u Delicious stir-fry meals
This stainless steel electric wok features
an aluminum-clad base for quick,
uniform cooking. Sear ingredients fast in
a small amount of oil to preserve
nutrients, fresh colors, flavors, and
textures. The Control Master® heat
control automatically maintains the
accurate cooking temperature.
Stainless Steel Electric Wok
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 05900

• Tempered glass cover with
stainless steel rim and handle.
• Fully immersible and
dishwasher safe with the heat
control removed.
• Includes a long-handled
wooden spatula.

Slightly smaller than the Options™, this Kitchen
Kettle™ multi-cooker deep fries up to 6 servings of
french fries. It makes soups and casseroles, steams
vegetables, and cooks rice and pasta. Even roasts
meat and poultry. Cooking temperatures are
maintained with the Control Master® heat control.
• Steam/fry basket hooks onto cooker for draining.
• Tempered glass cover.

q

Equipped with a tempered glass cover and steam/fry
basket, this 6-quart multi-cooker is great for making
soups, stews, and casseroles. It steams vegetables
and boils pasta. Deep fries up to 6 servings of french
fries. Roasts beef, pork, and poultry. Accurate
cooking temperatures are maintained with the
Control Master® heat control.
• Heavy cast aluminum pot with premium nonstick
finish, inside and out, heats evenly and assures
easy cleaning.
• The basket hooks onto the cooker rim for draining.
• Fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the
heat control removed.
Options™ multi-cooker/steamer
120 volts AC, 1300 watts
Stock No. 06003

steam
stew
boil
roast
deep fry
q

• Heavy cast aluminum pot with premium nonstick
finish, inside and out, heats evenly and assures
easy cleaning.
• Fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the
heat control removed.
Kitchen Kettle™ multi-cooker/steamer
120 volts AC, 1200 watts
Stock No. 06006
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Fry perfect french fries, onion rings, shrimp, doughnuts and more with an
efficient oil-to-food ratio. The ideal frying temperature is maintained
automatically for consistent results every time.
Handy scoop lifts, stirs, separates, drains, and serves. Nonstick surface,
inside and out, assures easy cleaning. Snap-on lid allows oil to be
conveniently stored in the fryer without spills or odor.
• Fries 4 cups of food
with only 4 cups of oil.

• Fries 6 cups of food
with only 6 cups of oil.

FryDaddy® electric deep fryer
Oil capacity: .95 liter (1 quart)
120 volts AC, 1200 watts
Stock No. 05420

GranPappy® electric deep fryer
Oil capacity: 1.4 liters (1.5 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 05411

Fry crispy french fries, shrimp,
chicken, and onion rings in this
compact 1-liter size deep fryer with
wire basket. Indicator light signals
when the fryer is plugged in.
• Vented cover with built-in screen
reduces odor and spattering.
• Adjustable thermostat.
• Anodized aluminum interior for
fast, uniform heating.
• Brushed stainless steel exterior.

q

Efficient
oil-to-food ratio
This versatile DualDaddy® deep fryer features
a divider that fries two foods at once. Remove
the divider and the fryer’s oval shape will
easily accommodate extra-large batches or large pieces of chicken or fish.
Huge frying capacity allows it to quickly fry up to 8 servings of french fries.
• Preset thermostat maintains ideal frying temperature.
• Nonstick surface, inside and out.
• Handy scoop lifts, drains, separates,
and serves.
• Snap-on lid allows oil to be stored
in the fryer.

DualDaddy® electric deep fryer
Oil capacity: 1.9 liters (2 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 05450

Fry two foods at once or extra-large batches. An 1800-watt immersion
element assures quick preheating and fast oil temperature recovery. Big
12-cup food capacity and oblong-shaped baskets let you fry family-size
quantities or large pieces of chicken or fish. Stainless steel body housing.
• Adjustable thermostat.
• Spatter-shield cover helps to reduce spattering.
• Removable heating element and enameled
pot provide easy cleaning.
• Baskets and heating element nest inside pot
for compact storage.

5-liter Dual Basket ProFry™
immersion element deep fryer
Oil capacity: 5 liters (5.3 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1800 watts
Stock No. 05485

1-liter Stainless Steel
Electric Deep Fryer
Oil capacity: 1 liter (1.1 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1000 watts
Stock No. 05470
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These professional-style deep fryers fry
two foods at once or extra-large batches.
Their big 12-cup food capacity and
oblong-shaped baskets accommodate
family-size quantities or large pieces of
chicken or fish. The 1800-watt immersion
element assures quick preheating and
fast oil temperature recovery. Available
in black stainless steel or traditional
stainless steel body housing.
• Adjustable thermostat.
• Spatter-shield cover helps to reduce
spattering.
Black Stainless Steel
Dual Basket ProFry™
immersion element deep fryer
Oil capacity: 4.7 liters (5 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1800 watts
Stock No. 05489
Stainless Steel
Dual Basket ProFry™
immersion element deep fryer
Oil capacity: 4.7 liters (5 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1800 watts
Stock No. 05466

u

• Signal light indicates when oil is ready
for frying.
• Removable heating element and
enameled pot for easy cleaning.
• Baskets and heating element nest
inside pot for compact storage.

Steams and boils too!
Great for vegetables
and seafood.

05466

Professional-style immersion element deep fryers t

Fry family-size batches quickly and easily in these professional-style deep fryers.
The 1800-watt immersion element assures quick preheating and fast oil temperature
recovery. The oblong-shaped basket is ideal for frying large pieces of chicken or fish.
Spatter-shield cover helps to reduce spattering. The spacious enameled pot and
fry/steam basket are also perfect for steaming vegetables and seafood. Both the heating
element and enameled pot are removable for cleaning. Stainless steel body housing.
• Big 8-cup food capacity.

Steams and boils too!

• Big 9-cup food capacity.

• Adjustable thermostat.

• Digital control and display.

• Signal light indicates when
oil is ready for frying.

• Adjustable thermostat and
countdown timer.

Stainless Steel ProFry™
immersion element deep fryer
Oil capacity: 3 liters (3.2 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1800 watts
Stock No. 05461

• Signal light indicates when oil is
heating and when it’s ready for frying.
Digital ProFry™
immersion element deep fryer
Oil capacity: 4.3 liters (4.5 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1800 watts
Stock No. 05462

Indoor Rotisserie
Turkey Fryer
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Cooks a moist, flavorful turkey in about 60 minutes.
This Presto® indoor electric turkey fryer features a
motorized rotisserie that continually rotates the
turkey in and out of the oil for perfect results using only
4 quarts of oil. Fry up to a 15-pound turkey (frozen “tag”
weight) in about 4 minutes per pound with this
innovative frying method. Stainless steel housing.

ProFry™ electric rotisserie Turkey Fryer
Oil capacity: 5 liters (5.3 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1800 watts
Stock No. 05487

• Uses one-third the oil of traditional electric turkey
fryers and one-sixth the oil of many outdoor fryers.
• Adjustable thermostat.
• Spatter-shield cover.
• 1800-watt immersion element assures quick
preheating and fast oil temperature recovery.
• Indicator lights show when fryer is plugged in
and when oil is ready for frying.
• Heating element and enameled pot are
removable for cleaning.

Basket replaces rotisserie for
deep frying fish, french fries,
and chicken.

Boils and steams foods too!
Great for vegetables and
seafood.

u Cool-Touch Exterior t
CoolDaddy® cool-touch deep fryers fry up to
6 cups of food and offer a cool-touch exterior.
An exterior handle enables you to lower food
into hot oil with the cover closed to prevent
spattering. The cover also locks in place as an
added measure for preventing spatters and
reducing odor.
CoolDaddy ® cool-touch deep fryer
Oil capacity: 1.9 liters (2 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 05443

• Adjustable thermostat.
• Large viewing window to monitor frying.
• Replaceable charcoal filter helps to absorb
frying odors; replaces easily.
• Removable pot for quick and easy cleaning.
• Available in black or white.

CoolDaddy ® cool-touch deep fryer
Oil capacity: 1.9 liters (2 quarts)
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 05442

 Just fill the reservoir with hot water from a tea kettle
or heat the filled reservoir in a microwave.
MyJo® lets you enjoy the convenience of a single cup
coffee maker without the high cost. Its compact design
lets you take it anywhere—home, work, school,
travel, or camping. Use your favorite single serve packs of
coffee, tea, and hot cocoa. Place the assembled MyJo ®
coffee maker on top of your coffee mug, then pump to
brew. The cover with pump compresses air inside the
reservoir to push water through the refillable or single
serve pack.
• Water reservoir detaches from the base for filling and
heating water.
• Brews a 6-, 8-, or 10-ounce serving.

Insert single
serve pack.

Or, use the
refillable MyJo®
cup with your
ground coffee.
Pump to
brew.

• Bonus refillable MyJo® cup lets you brew your favorite
ground coffee too!
• Works with most travel mugs and coffee cups.
MyJo® single cup coffee maker
Stock No. 02835

• Slip- and heat-resistant silicone grip.
• To clean, toss the single serve pack and rinse the base.

u Faster than a microwave t

The whistling electric tea kettle is great for tea, instant coffee, hot
chocolate, gelatin desserts, hot cereals, instant soups and more.
Flip-up stainless steel lid makes filling easy and directs steam away
when pouring. Anodized interior base resists mineral buildup.
• Boil up to a full quart of water faster than a microwave!
• Built-in whistle indicates when water
is boiling.
• Automatic shut-off if kettle boils dry.

Whistling Electric Tea Kettle
Water capacity: 1 quart (.95 liter)
120 volts AC, 750 watts
Stock No. 02703

u
Classic design, fabulous coffee!
Brew great-tasting coffee, rich and hot, as
fast as a cup a minute in this luxurious
stainless steel coffee maker. Its traditional
stainless design is easy to clean and offers
long-lasting beauty.
• Signal light indicates when coffee
is ready to serve.

12-cup Stainless Steel Coffee Maker
Makes 2 to 12 cups
120 volts AC, 800 watts
Stock No. 02811

• Stainless steel construction
including the filter basket
and perk tube.
• Easy-pour spout for elegant
coffee service anytime.
• Available in 6- and 12-cup models.

6-cup Stainless Steel Coffee Maker
Makes 2 to 6 cups
120 volts AC, 500 watts
Stock No. 02822
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These attractive electric skillets are great for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and appetizers. Roast, fry,
grill, stew, bake, and make one-dish meals with the
convenience of a nonstick surface, inside and out.
• Control Master® heat control maintains the
desired cooking temperature.
• High sidewalls provide extra cooking and
serving capacity.

06852

• Tempered glass cover with stay-cool handle.
• Doubles as a buffet server when entertaining.
• Fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the
heat control removed.

u

cook and serve t

16-inch Electric Skillet with glass cover
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 06852
11-inch Electric Skillet with glass cover
120 volts AC, 1000 watts
Stock No. 06626

06626

Expand your recipe repertoire and experience the diversity and
convenience of electric skillet cooking with this 160-page hardcover
cookbook. Enjoy more than 200 delicious recipes—from appetizers
to desserts and everything in between—plus full-color photos and
detailed instructions.
The Eclectic Electric Skillet Cookbook
Stock No. 59-439

Durable EverNu™ high-dome covers that won’t dent, warp, peel, or
bend make these skillets a kitchen necessity. Nonstick surface, inside and out,
for stick-free cooking and easy cleaning.
• Heavy cast aluminum pan with high sidewalls is virtually warp-proof.
• Control Master® heat control maintains the desired cooking temperature.
• Fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the heat control removed.

11-inch Electric Skillet
120 volts AC, 1000 watts
Stock No. 06620
16-inch Electric Skillet
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 06850
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Roast, fry, grill, stew, bake, and make one-dish
meals in this versatile Presto® 16-inch electric
skillet. The heavy cast aluminum pan is virtually
warp-proof.
• Ceramic nonstick surface, inside and out,
assures stick-free cooking and easy cleaning.
• High sidewalls provide extra cooking and
serving capacity.
• Tempered glass cover with stay-cool handle
allows the skillet to double as a buffet server.
• Control Master® heat control maintains the
desired cooking temperature.
• Fully immersible with the heat control removed.

u

16-inch Ceramic Electric Skillet with glass cover
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 06856

More efficient to use than a range burner or oven
Great for
breakfast, lunch,
dinner and more!
Great for meals and entertaining,
yet compact to store. This 16-inch
Foldaway® Skillet features
fold-down handles and a
detachable base that nests inside
the pan. Roast, fry, grill, stew, bake,
and make one-dish meals with the
convenience of an easy-to-clean
nonstick surface, inside and out.
The heavy cast aluminum pan is
virtually warp-proof.

Detachable base

• Extra-high sidewalls provide
added cooking and serving capacity.
• Tempered glass cover, stay-cool handle, and attractive
base allow it to perform as a buffet server.

Low-profile slimline design

The Slimline™ Skillet
features a special
low-profile design that
is ideal for buffet-style
serving and saves on
storage space!

It roasts, fries, grills, stews, bakes, makes casseroles and
one-dish meals with the convenience of a nonstick
surface, inside and out. Heavy cast aluminum pan is
virtually warp-proof.
• Tempered glass cover and stay-cool handle for easy
access and visibility.
• High sidewalls provide extra cooking and serving
capacity.
• Control Master® heat control maintains the desired
cooking temperature.
• Fully immersible with the heat control removed.
16-inch Electric Slimline™ Skillet with glass cover
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 06858

• Built-in pour spout doubles as a spoon and spatula holder.
• Control Master® heat control maintains the desired
cooking temperature.
• Fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the heat
control removed.
16-inch Electric Foldaway® Skillet
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 06857
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Liddle Griddle® mini griddle is ideal for
singles or couples! The Control Master®
heat control maintains the desired
temperature automatically.

• Nonstick surface for stick-free cooking.
• Constructed of heavy cast aluminum with
a built-in grease tray.
A low-profile design makes
Low-profile slimline design
this griddle ideal for use as a
buffet server as well as being
simple to store. It’s great for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and entertaining. The Control Master® heat
control maintains the desired cooking temperature automatically.
Griddle is constructed of virtually warp-proof heavy cast aluminum.

• Fully immersible and dishwasher safe
with the heat control removed.
Liddle Griddle ® mini griddle
Cooking surface: 10½ ” x 8½” approx.
120 volts AC, 1000 watts
Stock No. 07211

• Extra-large 22-inch nonstick cooking surface.
• Slide-out drip tray removes for easy cleanups.
• Fully immersible with the heat control removed.
22-inch Electric Slimline™ Griddle
Cooking surface: 22” x 13” approx.
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 07072

u

Great for breakfast, lunch, and dinner! This family-size
griddle offers a ceramic nonstick cooking surface with a
cool-touch base on the front and both sides. The Control
Master® heat control maintains the desired cooking
temperature automatically.
• Ceramic nonstick surface with backstop ledge for easy
food handling.

07055

This BigGriddle® offers a
Tilt’nDrain™ feature that allows it
to easily adjust from a level
grilling surface for eggs and
pancakes to a tilted draining
surface for meats. The cooking surface tilts by simply
pulling the handles outward. Push the handles back in
and the griddle returns to a level cooking surface.

• Slide-out drip tray removes for easy cleaning.
• Fully immersible with the heat control removed.
Cool-touch Electric Griddle (ceramic)
Cooking surface: 20” x 10½” approx.
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 07055

• Control Master® heat control maintains the desired
cooking temperature.

07030

• Nonstick cooking surface for easy cleaning.
• Slide-out drip tray empties easily for quick cleanups.
• Fully immersible with the heat control removed.
Tilt'nDrain ™ BigGriddle ® cool-touch griddle
Cooking surface: 19” x 15” approx.
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 07046

These popular Presto® electric griddles offer sleek styling with
a cool-touch base on the front and both sides. Great for every
meal—breakfast, lunch, and dinner!
• Control Master® heat control maintains the desired
cooking temperature.
• Family-size nonstick cooking surface with backstop ledge.
• Slide-out drip tray removes for easy cleaning.
• Fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the heat
control removed.
Cool-touch Electric Griddle
Cooking surface: 20” x 10½” approx.
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 07030

Cool-touch Electric Griddle
Cooking surface: 16” x 10½” approx.
120 volts AC, 1300 watts
Stock No. 07047 (not shown)

u Innovative storage solutions t
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Tilt-n-Fold ™ feature

07073
19-inch Electric Tilt-n-Fold™ Griddle
Cooking surface: 17¾” x 14¼” approx.
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 07073
15-inch Electric Tilt-n-Fold™ Griddle
Cooking surface: 13¾”x 13½”approx.
120 volts AC, 1200 watts
Stock No. 07071 (shown with meat)

Tilt-n-Fold™ griddles offer convenience and versatility for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner, as well as simple, compact storage. They easily adjust from a level
nonstick cooking surface for eggs and pancakes to a tilted surface for draining
meats. For compact storage, fold in the legs and the drip tray locks in place.
Griddle fits in most standard 18-inch cabinets.
• Flip-down levers tilt the grilling surface; legs fold in for compact storage.
• Control Master® heat control automatically maintains desired temperature.
• Slide-out drip tray removes for quick cleanups.
• Fully immersible with the heat control removed.

These extra-large electric griddles will
make enough food for the entire family
and still store neatly in the kitchen cabinet.
Removable handles enable easy cleaning and
compact storage. Simply open the latch clips to
detach the handles from the base. With the
handles removed, the base stores efficiently in
most standard 18-inch kitchen cabinets.

Removable handles

• Premium textured cooking surface that provides
enhanced nonstick performance for stick-free
cooking and easier cleaning.

07062

Available with ceramic or traditional nonstick finish.

• Control Master heat control maintains the
desired cooking temperature.
®

• Fully immersible with the heat control removed.
• Slide-out drip tray removes for easy cleaning.
22-inch Electric Griddle with removable handles
Cooking surface: 22” x 11½” approx.
120 volts AC, 1500 watts
Stock No. 07062 (ceramic nonstick)
Stock No. 07061 (traditional nonstick)

u

Indoor Electric Grill t

07061

Enjoy delicious grilled food anytime,
regardless of weather. Grill features a
cool-touch base on the front and both sides
with a raised-grid grilling surface. The
Control Master® heat control maintains the
desired cooking temperature.
• Raised-grid grilling surface allows fat to drip away from foods.
• Includes a specially designed spatula/scraper.
• Slide-out drip tray empties easily, and grill is fully immersible and
dishwasher safe with the heat control removed.
Cool-touch Electric Indoor Grill
120 volts AC, 1300 watts
Stock No. 09020
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Eau Claire, WI 54703
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u Presto™

Utensils t

Pizza Cutter

Ice Cream Scoop

Can Opener

Garlic Press

8-inch Strainer

• Stainless steel.

• Stainless steel.

• Stainless steel.

• Stainless steel.

• Stainless steel.

• Protective safety
guard.

• Sturdy curved tip.

• Sturdy handles;
large turning knob.

• Easy-to-clean
removable
garlic basket.

• Resting loop offers
hands-free support
on sinks, bowls, pots.

• Dishwasher safe.

• Dishwasher safe.

Stock No. 09800

• Dishwasher safe.

Nylon Skimmer
Stock No. 09805
• Heat-resistant
nylon scoop drains
food from liquids.
• Stainless steel
handle.
• Dishwasher safe.

Stock No. 09801

• Dishwasher safe.

Nylon
Slotted Turner

Stock No. 09802

• Opens cans of
all sizes.

Stock No. 09803

Stock No. 09804

Stock No. 09806

Basting Spoon
Stock No. 09807

Wire Whisk
Stock No. 09809

Pancake Turner

Wire Skimmer

• Heat-resistant
nylon turner safe
for use with any
cookware.

• Heat-resistant
nylon spoon safe
for use with any
cookware.

• Stainless steel.

• Flexible nylon
turner safe for use
with any cookware.

• Stainless steel.

• Stainless steel
handle.

• Stainless steel
handle.

• Dishwasher safe.

• Dishwasher safe.

• Dishwasher safe.

• Sealed wire ends
prevent food
buildup in handle.

Stock No. 09810

• Stainless steel
handle.
• Dishwasher safe.

Stock No. 09811
• Drains and lifts
food from hot oil
or boiling liquid.
• Dishwasher safe.

